Motivated by recent experiments, we study normal-phase rotating 3 He droplets within Density Functional Theory in a semi-classical approach. The sequence of rotating droplet shapes as a function of angular momentum are found to agree with those of rotating classical droplets, evolving from axisymmetric oblate to triaxial prolate to two-lobed shapes as the angular momentum of the droplet increases. Our results, which are obtained for droplets of nanoscopic size, are rescaled to the mesoscopic size characterizing ongoing experimental measurements, allowing for a direct comparison of shapes. The stability curve in the angular velocity-angular momentum plane shows small deviations from the classical rotating drop model predictions, whose magnitude increases with angular momentum. We attribute these deviations to effects not included in the simplified classical model description of a rotating fluid held together by surface tension, i.e. to surface diffuseness, curvature and finite compressibility, and to quantum effects associated with deformation of the 3 He Fermi surface. The influence of all these effects is expected to diminish as the droplet size increases, making the classical rotating droplet model a quite accurate representation of 3 He rotation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Helium is the only element in nature that may condense into macroscopic liquid samples at temperatures close to absolute zero. These systems can be made of either pure isotope, or of 3 He-4 He isotopic mixtures. Below a temperature (T ) that depends on the isotope (2.17 K for 4 He, 2.7 mK for 3 He) and also on the isotopic composition in the case of mixtures, 1 these remarkable fluids undergo a well known normal-to-superfluid phase transition. These properties, which are a manifestation at the microscale of the quantum nature of low temperature liquid helium, have drawn a relentless scientific attention since they were uncovered about 80 years ago. A first hand, personal view of the first stages in the development of helium atoms beams and droplets has been given by J. Peter Toennies. 2 In more recent years, helium droplets have been the subject of renewed interest, both experimentally and theoretically. In the experiments, 4 He droplets are produced at T ∼ 0.37 K; 4 hence, they are superfluid and represent ideal ultra-cold matrices for spectroscopy studies of captured molecular impurities, 3 and for addressing superfluidity at the nanoscale. 4 At variance, 3 He droplets are created at T ∼ 0.15 K; 5 hence, they are in the normal phase. For this reason, they are expected to behave more as classical viscous fluid droplets. 3 He droplets have been the subject of far less studies than 4 He droplets, especially in recent times when the situation has been further aggravated by the prohibitive price of this scarce helium isotope. The activity on 3 He droplets has been partially reviewed in Refs. 6,7. Recently, large 4 He droplets made of 10 8 − 10 11 atoms have been created by the hydrodynamic instability of a liquid helium jet passing through the nozzle of the molecular beam apparatus, as reviewed in Ref. 8 . Helium drops, which are produced in the normal, non-superfluid phase, may acquire angular momentum during the passage of the fluid through the nozzle, before cooling down and become superfluid. Such droplets could be analyzed one-by-one by x-ray and XUV light and intense high harmonics sources 9, 10 which have allowed to determine their shapes and, doping them with Xe atoms, 9, 11 the presence of vortices, thus stressing their superfluid nature. One of the intriguing findings of Refs. 9,10 was that the sequence of shapes of the spinning superfluid 4 He droplets is in accordance with that of classical rotating droplets. [12] [13] [14] [15] It has been shown that it is the presence of quantized vortices that confers to the superfluid droplets the appearance of classical viscous droplets when they are set in rotation. 16 It is quite natural to ask whether droplets made of liquid 3 He do indeed rotate as classical droplets made of normal fluid, and whether their properties may be described by a more microscopic approach, instead of that successfully used for viscous liquid droplets. [12] [13] [14] [15] Besides, a proper microscopic description of pristine 3 He droplets is a necessary step towards the study of mixed 3 He-4 He droplets, which represent the prototype of strongly correlated Bose-Fermi liquid mixtures. These are the goals of the present paper, that accompanies an experimental one on rotating large 3 He droplets. 17 In this work we describe deformed droplets within a Density Functional Theory (DFT) formalism for liquid 3 He. 18 At the experimental temperatures, thermal effects on the energetics and morphology of the droplet are negligible, 19 so we shall use a T = 0 method. Zero temperature means here a very low temperature, but above the ∼ 2.7 mK at which 3 He becomes superfluid.
As 3 He atoms are fermions, the DFT-Kohn-Sham (DFT-KS) approach should be the method of choice for this study. It has been used in the past to address spherical 3 He droplets made of up to a few hundred atoms. 20 Deformed (doped) 3 He droplets with a few tens of 3 He atoms have been addressed as well within such approach. 19 Let us mention that Diffusion Monte Carlo calculations have been made for pure 3 He N droplets up to N = 34, 21 and exact diagonalization results exist for 3 He 4 clusters doped with Cl 2 . 22 Unfortunately, the DFT-KS approach is unfeasible for large, deformed 3 He droplets as the ones investigated here. The use of a DFT-KS scheme is unavoidable when shell effects are expected to play a role, as in small droplets; 6, 19 but for the experimental droplet sizes, of the order of 10 8 − 10 10 atoms, 17 the shell structure cannot play any substantial role. Besides, temperatures of the order of 100 mK have been found to wash out the shell structure of mixed 3 He-4 He droplets. 23 Under these conditions, the use of a semiclassical approximation to the DFT formalism, as the one described in the following, is fully justified. The finite viscosity of 3 He at the experimental temperatures adds further justification to using classical or semiclassical methods to address rotating 3 He droplets.
We have thus resorted to a semiclassical approach, treating the 3 He droplets in the DFT plus rotating Thomas-Fermi (TF) framework, which has been successfully used in Nuclear Physics to address deformed nuclei. [24] [25] [26] The DFT-TF method is the only realistic framework that has the virtue of making numerical simulations affordable and that can be extended in a natural way to mixed helium droplets at the experimental conditions. 6 This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the DFT-TF method used to describe the 3 He droplets. The results are discussed in Sec. III, and a summary and outlook are given in Sec. IV. Details on the rotating TF approximation are given in the Appendix.
II. MODEL
Within DFT, the total energy E of a 3 He N droplet at zero temperature is written as a functional E c of the 3 He atom density ρ, here taken from Ref. 27 :
The first term is the kinetic energy of 3 He with an effective mass m * , and τ is the kinetic energy density, both depending on ρ. In the TF approximation of Ref. 27 The second term in the previous equation is a Weizsäcker-type gradient correction which is necessary in order to have helium densities with an exponential fall-off at the surface. 28 The energy functional Eq. (1) together with the TF approximation Eq. (2) have been found to accurately reproduce the equation of state of the homogeneous system and the correct value for the 3 He surface tension 27 .
In this work, the number of 3 He atoms is fixed to N = 1500. The droplet equilibrium configuration is obtained δ δρ
where µ is the 3 He chemical potential. Defining Ψ = √ ρ, Eq. (3) can be written as a Schrödinger-like equation 27
where H is the one-body effective Hamiltonian that results from the functional variation. When the rotating droplet -made of fermions in the normal phase-is addressed in the TF approximation, the Fermi sphere is shifted by the motion of the droplet as a whole; this adds to the droplet total energy a rotational term that has the rigid body appearance 24
is the Routhian of the system and I is defined in Eq. (7) below. Details are given in the Appendix. To deposit angular momentum in a droplet rotating with angular velocity ω about a given axis (the z-axis here), it is convenient to work in the fixed-droplet frame of reference (corotating frame at angular velocity ω), i.e. we consider
whereh L = Iω is the 3 He angular momentum obtained from the classical rigid body moment of inertia I We want to stress that the rigid-body moment of inertia is not an imposed ingredient to the DFT-TF framework. It arises naturally from the TF approximation as shown in the Appendix. In the more general DFT-KS framework, the rigid-body moment of inertia similarly appears within the so-called "cranking model", as thoroughly discussed for nucleons rotating in the mean field created by the atomic nucleus. [29] [30] [31] In the corotating frame, we have to look for solutions of the EL equation resulting from the functional variation of E ′ [ρ]:
The results presented in this work have been obtained adapting the 4He-DFT BCN-TLS computing package 32 to the case of 3 He atoms in the TF approximation. Details on how Eqs. (3) and (8) are solved can be found in Refs. 7,33 and references therein. In short, we work in Cartesian coordinates, make extensive use of the Fast-Fourier Transform to compute the convolutions entering the definition of the effective Hamiltonian H, and obtain the droplet equilibrium configuration by imaginary-time relaxation. To determine the prolate branch we have iterated on ω to get the desired L z value. [12] [13] [14] 16 The experimental droplets have a radius in the 100-200 nm range. 17 A comparison between the calculated nanoscopic DFT droplets and the experimental ones thus requires some scaling procedure. To this end, we have introduced a dimensionless angular momentum Λ and angular velocity Ω as done for classical drops [12] [13] [14] 
In the above expressions, γ and ρ 0 are the surface tension and liquid atom density at zero temperature and pressure, R is the sharp radius of the spherical droplet when L z = 0, and r 0 is the bulk radius defined such that 4πr 3 0 ρ 0 /3 = 1, hence R = r 0 N 1/3 . For liquid 3 He, these values are γ = 0.113 KÅ −2 and ρ 0 = 0.0163Å −3 (r 0 = 2.45Å). Besides,h 2 /m = 16.08 KÅ 2 . Liquid helium is fairly incompressible and hence the volume of the deformed configurations is also taken as V = 4πR 3 /3.
In classical model approaches, [12] [13] [14] it is assumed that the equilibrium configuration of the rotating droplet is solely determined by the balance between the rotational and surface energies. This makes the problem amenable to a dimensionless formulation, where the Routhian can be expressed in terms of the Λ and Ω variables which characterize the equilibrium configuration irrespective of the droplet size and consequently the results are universal. This is quite not so in microscopic approaches such as DFT for instance, where the droplets have a large but finite incompressibility, and also a surface finite width instead of a sharp interface separating the fluid from the vacuum as assumed in classical models. In general, not only surface and rotational energies matter to determine the shape of the droplet at equilibrium; volume and quantum kinetic energy terms do change with deformation and this must be taken into account, as the present DFT approach does. Curvature energy, naturally incorporated in the DFT approach, contributes as well to the energy of the droplet, and its effect increases with the droplet deformation, thus likely affecting the location of the higher Consequently, some differences are expected to show up when comparing the results obtained in classical and DFT approaches, especially for small drops for which the surface thickness is not negligible compared to their radius. This is shown in Fig. 1 for the 3 He 1500 and 4 He 1500 droplets as well. The 3 He surface is thicker as a natural consequence of the the quantum zero point motion, which is larger for 3 He than of 4 He because its mass is smaller. Experiments on the free surface of liquid 4 He films adsorbed on a solid substrate at T = 0.45 K have yielded surface widths between 5.3 ± 0.5Å (thin films) and 6.5 ±0.5Å (thick films). 34 For any stationary configuration obtained solving Eq. (8), a sharp density surface is determined by calculating the locus at which the helium density equals ρ 0 /2; for a spherical distribution this corresponds to a sphere of radius R = r 0 N 1/3 . In the case of deformed droplets, three lengths are introduced corresponding to the distances from the center of mass (COM) of the droplet to the sharp surface along the rotation axis (c z ), the largest distance from the COM to the sharp surface along an axis perpendicular to the rotation axis (a x ), and the distance of the COM to the sharp surface in the direction perpendicular to the other two (b y ). One expects, 35 and our calculations confirm, that a x ≥ b y > c z . Table I collects the relevant features of the calculated stationary configurations. Figure 2 shows three characteristic prolate 3 He 1500 droplets whose shapes evolve from ellipsoidal to capsulelike to two-lobed as angular momentum increases. It is worth mentioning that vortex-free 4 He droplet configura- tions are more stretched than 3 He ones for the the same Λ value. In particular, the Λ = 1.5 4 He configuration is already two-lobed and has a x /c z = 3.578, see the Supporting Material of Ref. 16 . This is due to the superfluid character of the 4 He droplets. In the absence of vortex arrays, only capillary waves can carry angular momentum and this requires larger deformations than in the 3 He case.
III. RESULTS
Blood-cell shapes (i.e. oblate droplets thinner in the center and thicker at the periphery) have been observed for spheroidal 4 He droplets beyond the classical stability limit. 9 Metastable oblate 3 He droplets display a minute depletion at their center, as can be seen in Fig. 3 for the largest angular velocity considered in our calculations, Ω = 0.6364.
To determine the oblate-to-prolate bifurcation point, one has to compare the Routhian R[ρ] of the oblate and prolate configurations for the same Λ value; the configuration with the smaller R is the equilibrium one. 12 Within the classical model approach to droplets subject only to surface tension and centrifugal forces, the bifurcation point is (Ω cl , Λ cl ) = (0.55,1.20). 12, 13, 15 Within the DFT-TF approach to 3 He droplets, the bifurcation point is at (Ω, Λ) ∼ (0.57,1.28), as can be seen from Fig. 4 . Figure 5 shows the rescaled angular velocity Ω vs. rescaled angular momentum Λ. For a fixed Ω, the DFT result is shifted to the right of the classical one. The existence of a surface width is expected to produce some shift. Indeed, due to the density spill-out beyond the sharp density surface, droplets described realistically have more fluid away from the rotation axis than if the surface is sharp as in classical models. Hence, for a given Ω, DFT configurations must have a larger moment of inertia and thus a larger Λ value. 36 Figure 5 also shows the Ω(Λ) relationship for vortexfree 4 He droplets -where angular momentum is associated to giant capillary waves-obtained in Ref. 16 . It is worth seeing the completely different behavior between a rotational ( 3 He) and an irrotational -potential-fluid (superfluid 4 He).
The cross in the oblate branch in Figs. 5 and 7 shows the experimental average value measured for 10 8 − 10 11 atoms 3 He droplets, 17 indeed confirming the predictions of our calculations and the validity of the classical rigidbody model for 3 He rotation. Figure 6 shows AR as a function of Λ extracted from the information in Table I . For comparison, the classical result is also shown. 14 Figure 7 shows the aspect ratio a x /c z as a function of Λ.
We recall that the diffraction images that are observed in experiments on spinning 3 He droplets do not allow to obtain the droplet image in the direction perpendicular to the detector plane. 17 Angular momentum is also a key quantity that has eluded direct experimental determination for 4 He 9,10 and 3 He droplets as well. 17 When the diffraction images correspond to droplets that have been unambiguosly detected with their rotation axis aligned with the x-ray beam, 9, 37 the calculated aspect ratio AR = a x /b y as a function of Λ might allow to de-termine the angular momentum of the droplet using the classical or DFT-TF calculations. The fact that both approaches sensibly yield the same Ω(Λ) relationship in the oblate branch renders this model-dependent procedure to determine the angular momentum and velocity of oblate 3 He droplets very reliable up to fairly large Λ values.
Our results confirm that the diffraction images of Fig.  2(b) and (c) of Ref. 17 indeed represent ellipsoidal and capsule-like droplet shapes, respectively; roughly, they correspond to Fig 2 b ) and c) of this work. The droplet with the largest AR detected in the experiment (1.99) correspond to a two-lobed shape, as shown in Fig. 2 c) .
As mentioned, so far there is no direct experimental information on the angular momentum of the rotating droplets, and the rotational axis has been determined only in a few cases. The shape of 4 He droplets has been determined parametrizing them and computing the wide-angle diffraction patterns they produce, iteratively changing the parameters until matching the experimental diffraction patterns. 10 This procedure does not provide the angular momentum nor the direction of the rotation axis, but supplies interesting information, in particular the distance of the COM to the droplet surface along the axes used to describe the parametrized droplet surface. This is the rationale for displaying b 3 y /V vs. the ratio a x /c z in Fig. 8; when 
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have studied rotating 3 He droplets combining a semiclassical Thomas-Fermi approach with the well established DFT formalism. We have shown that classical models for the equilibrium shapes of rotating drops which are subject to surface tension and centrifugal forces alone work remarkably well when they are applied to nanoscopic quantum object as 3 He droplets. Minor differences appear between their results and the DFT ones that are likely due to a better description of the droplet surface and to quantum kinetic energy contributions in the microscopic approach that, together with curvature energy and compressibility effects, are lacking in classical models.
The DFT approach to rotating helium nanodroplets has been previously applied to isotopically pure 4 He superfluid droplets, allowing to clarify the influence of vortex arrays on their equilibrium shapes and disclosing the presence of capillary waves and their interplay with vortices. 16, 39 We have shown here that the DFT approach allows to describe as well rotating quantum normal fluid 3 He droplets on a microscopic and firm basis. The avail-ability of an accurate theoretical framework for studying spinning droplets of both isotopes is a crucial ingredient necessary for addressing a far more challenging system, namely rotating mixed 3 He-4 He droplets at very low temperatures, a work that is now in progress.
It is straightforward to obtain the expressions for quantities such as the particle number N N = 2 (2π) 3 In their classical paper on drops under surface tension, Brown and Scriven 12 have assumed that droplets have reflective symmetry about their equator plane (z = 0), and at least one meridional plane of reflective symmetry (either x = 0 or y = 0). We have assumed that z = 0 is a reflective plane of symmetry and have taken Eq. (A. 14) for the definition of L.
